Customer Insight Services
(Win-Loss Analysis and Customer
Experience Analysis)

While many companies are focused on scouring big data sets to gain insights into their
business, others recognize that their clients
and prospects represent a tremendous source
for actionable insights.

with unvarnished feedback more readily than
anything you can gather yourself. With BLP,
you get not only a knowledgeable third party
that has been trained in garnering the information you need to know, but one with a foundation in driving actionable results.

Whether it is gaining insights to how customers
are using your products, or understanding why
some prospects choose you while others
choose your competition, having independently
sourced client/prospect feedback provides
your organization with a distinct, competitive
advantage that can be used to drive growth.

After speaking to the client, our team will package and analyze the findings, then take the
time to review them with your company to ensure all parties are on the same page, and
have a conceptualized action plan for moving
forward.

How Marlborough helps

Win-Loss Analysis

Marlborough Street Partners can help you create this competitive advantage for your organization. If you want answers you need to go to
the source: customers and prospects. We have
partnered with Blue Lemon Partners (BLP) to
deliver a variety of Research Services to help
your organization gain insights into your sales
process (Win-Loss Analysis) and customer
success programs (Customer Experience
Analysis).

At the end of the day you have two levers to
improve revenue performance: Increase top-offunnel activity and improve your close ratio.

The result: Higher funnel conversion and minimized client attrition/turnover.
Marlborough Principal and BLP founder, Mike
DiFranza, acts as an independent research
partner to remove the limitations of companyto-client reviews. Research confirms that
clients are more likely to provide a third party

Win-Loss Analysis is the market research practice focused on identifying actionable Insights
into why clients chose to buy your products
and services, and why other prospects decided to select another vendor instead of you.
We uncover opportunities for improvement in
the sales process and customer success
process. In addition, we identify other issues
that may impede you sales efforts, including
product gaps, future product requirements,
pricing, or legal issues that may be impacting
revenue.
By identifying why you win or lose, you can

systematically replicate what is working, and
develop strategies to address the reasons you
lose.

prospects in a specific industry segments, or
prospects considering the purchase of a particular product.

The bottom line: these insights and the associated action plan drive improved bottom-of-funnel conversion resulting in improved revenue
performance.

We develop customized Insight Frameworks for
your project. The Frameworks include qualitative and quantitative questions that will be used
in the client or prospect interview process.

Customer Experience Analysis

With Customer Experience Analysis, you simply
provide an introduction to your clients and we
take it from there.

Customer implementation issues manifest
themselves in a number of different ways. In
some cases, clients have purchased your
product or service but have delayed implementation. In other cases, clients have implemented the product but organizational adoption
may be lagging. In either case, the value the
client expected to receive is not being recognized. That is bad news for your business.
One of the most costly issues for any business
is trying to replace an existing customer that
decided to move to another provider. Unfortunately most companies don't understand they
have a client satisfaction issue until it is too
late. BLP can develop a market research program to enable your organization to gain insights into these Client satisfaction issues while
there is still time to address the issues.
Coaching

For Win-Loss Analysis, once a sales campaign
outcome is determined, your sales team will
provide us with the contact information of the
individuals directly involved in the decisionmaking process to be interviewed. Based on
your sales team’s introduction we will reach out
to the main client/prospect contact as well as
any consultant that may used by that client/
prospect, in order to gain a well-rounded view
of the situation. We work with your Sales Management team to implement specific strategies
in order to maximize prospect/client interview
completion.
Once an interview has been completed a transcript will be provided to your company. Depending on the length of the research program,
mid-year and annual reports will be also provided.

The key to driving exceptional results is to
replicate what is working and develop strategies to address barriers to success. Insights
derived from a Win-Loss Analysis or Customer
Experience Analysis provides a solid diagnosis
of the current situation. The real opportunity lies
in the development of strategies that can amplify what is working and address the barriers
to success. Additional support is available to
your team during the implementation of
changes to your sales and support process.
The Process
We work with your team to identify specific areas in which you would like to gain insights.
This may include all clients, prospects,
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